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Good Mommg,
My husband, I and our adult son own the family home in a three way joint tenancy. My understanding is that due to
this f01m of ov.,nership the transfer has already taken place but I need to know for sure that it won't be reassessed
first when either my husband or I die and it is then 50/50% between the two survivors then finally when the next
person dies and it is transfen-ed solely to the last survivor. This is very confusing.

If this does not protect us, do we need to do an in-evocable tiust? Would that protect from reassessment for sure?
My tlust attomey seems doubtful. My CPA also is not sure which route is coITect to protect our son from
reassessment. I am looking to you for the answer.
One more question, we lost our home in the Woolsey fire, a complete loss. We have our pe1mits and are well on our
way to our certificate of compliance, should hopefully have it within the next 6 months making it 2 1/2 years since
the fire or possibly more depending on any glitches. Will we be excused from a reassessment? We have rebuilt in
kind, same sq footage, same footprint etc. this was a condition of our pennit and we were assured at the time that
our rebuild would not be reassessed. We are both in our 70s.
Thank you so much for your help
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I have a question and need an answer. we own our home in joint tenancy with out son,
guaranteeing a smooth transition of title when we die. first to 1/2 when one of the three dies
and when the last dies 100%. will this protect the prop 58 parent child transfer and rights to
not reassess since the joint tenancy was established in advance of prop 19 taking affect? also is
it not reassessed when the first parent dies? looking forward to your response

